INTERNATIONAL ELECTION OBSERVATION
Kyrgyz Republic - Parliamentary Elections, 10 October 2010

STATEMENT OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Bishkek, 11 October 2010 – This Statement of Preliminary Findings and Conclusions is the result of
a common endeavour involving the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
(OSCE/ODIHR), the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly (OSCE PA), and the European Parliament
(EP).
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
The 10 October parliamentary elections were conducted in a peaceful manner. The authorities
displayed the political will to bring the Kyrgyz Republic closer to holding democratic elections in
line with OSCE commitments. Political pluralism, a vibrant campaign and confidence in the Central
Commission for Elections and Referenda (CEC) characterized these elections. Fundamental
freedoms, including the freedoms of expression, assembly and association, were generally respected.
Overall, these elections constituted a further consolidation of the democratic process. Nevertheless,
there is an urgent need for profound electoral legal reform.
The inclusive registration process resulted in a pluralistic field of political parties which provided
voters with a genuine choice. The campaign was highly competitive and took place in a peaceful
atmosphere throughout the country despite underlying tensions following the tragic events in June.
Political parties were able to campaign freely, with no major impediments or incidents. However,
there were a few observed incidents of coercion of students and government employees to attend
rallies and some local administrations were biased towards certain parties.
The CEC operated independently from government and partisan interest and made efforts to replicate
this at the lower-level election commissions. The CEC generally worked in a collegial and
transparent manner and earned the trust of election stakeholders.
The legal framework for elections is not yet consistent with the new Constitution. Election
contestants widely recognized the authority of the CEC to fill existing gaps and remedy
inconsistencies.
The State-funded media met their obligations to provide free airtime and print space to all
contestants. Political debates broadcast on national TV provided voters with an opportunity to
compare platforms and views of different candidates. Campaign coverage, including during news
programs, was conducted through broadcasting of paid political advertising. Only the national
broadcaster decided to clearly separate purchased airtime from its news and information programs
and label it as such, in line with good practices. The available information allowed voters to form
opinions on political alternatives; however, they were not able to make a fully informed choice due
to the lack of impartial and analytical information about the campaign.
The quality and accuracy of voter lists remain a serious concern. Due to a lack of national or regional
crosschecks the lists contained many duplicate entries and thus inflated numbers on the voter lists.
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This may have an impact on the composition of the future parliament, as parties must surpass a
national and a regional threshold, both calculated on the basis of registered voters. In addition, the
deficiencies of the residency registration system resulted in the disenfranchisement of thousands of
internal migrants and citizens displaced after the June events.
All party lists initially met legal requirements for inclusion of women, national minorities and age
groups. Parties and candidates were free to campaign in their preferred language; however, Kyrgyz
and Russian languages were almost exclusively used, even in predominantly ethnic Uzbek areas.
During the pre-election period, there was a general reluctance to complain officially; even the
widespread allegations of vote-buying and abuse of administrative resources did not materialize into
formal complaints. The CEC did not consistently decide on complaints during its sessions as
required by law, thus limiting collegiality and transparency in adjudicating pre-election disputes. The
failure to provide timely and written decisions on complaints deprived plaintiffs of their right to
appeal to court.
Despite a shortage of staff, the CEC generally performed its duties satisfactorily and within legal
deadlines. It made commendable efforts to ensure the integrity of the elections by introducing
additional safeguards, such as inking voters’ thumbs. However, some were introduced late and
poorly communicated to lower-level commissions. Lower-level election commissions lacked
experience. Despite the supporting role of local administrations, their officials were sometimes
directing the work of election commissions.
Although parties reported campaign expenses to the CEC in line with their obligations, these reports
were not made publicly available before election day, thus reducing transparency. Furthermore, the
CEC lacked the resources to effectively verify the accuracy of these reports.
Civil society played an active role in the election process, encouraging participation and providing
information on the process. The large presence of international and domestic observers, including
party agents, also added to the transparency of the electoral process.
On election day, the atmosphere was calm and voting proceeded in an orderly and transparent
manner throughout the country. Overall, observers assessed the voting process positively, but gave a
significantly less positive assessment of the counting of votes. Counting procedures were not
followed consistently and a number of Precinct Election Commissions (PECs) encountered problems
completing protocols. The high number of domestic observers, including party agents, contributed to
transparency. However, the presence of unauthorized persons in polling stations throughout the day
remains a concern. As during the referendum and in a positive move to increase transparency, the
CEC uploaded results, broken down by polling station, on its website throughout election night.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Background
Following the adoption of the new Constitution through the 27 June 2010 referendum, elections to
the Jogorku Kenesh (parliament) were announced for 10 October 2010. Violent protests in April led
to the dissolution of the previous parliament and the ouster of President Bakiev. A provisional
government was formed, headed by Ms Roza Otunbaeva as President. After the dispersion of the Ak
Jol party, affiliated with former President Bakiev, the party landscape is no longer dominated by a
single party. New parties representing different interests have emerged, including Butun Kyrgyzstan
and Respublika. The provisional government is supported by Ak Shumkar, Ata-Meken and the Social
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Democratic Party of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK). Parties like Butun Kyrgyzstan, Ar Namys and Ata-Jurt
consider themselves as opposition to the provisional government.
The 2007 pre-term parliamentary elections and the 2009 presidential election were assessed as
having failed to meet key OSCE commitments. The OSCE/ODIHR provided a cautiously optimistic
assessment of the 2010 constitutional referendum despite evident shortcomings.1
A series of violent clashes between members of Kyrgyz and Uzbek communities in Osh and JalalAbad in June resulted in a high number of casualties and displaced citizens.
Election System and Legal Framework
The new Constitution introduced a semi-parliamentary system of government and increased the
number of parliamentary seats from 90 to 120. Members of parliament are elected for a five-year
term through a proportional party list system within a single nation-wide constituency. Parties must
surpass a 5 per cent national and a 0.5 per cent regional threshold in all 7 oblasts and Bishkek and
Osh cities for seat allocation. Both thresholds are calculated against the number of registered voters.
The double threshold requirement undermines the objective of a proportional representation system.
In order to avoid the dominance of one political party in the new parliament, the Constitution limits
the number of seats a single party can win to 65.
The parliamentary elections are primarily regulated by the new Constitution, supplemented by the
2007 Electoral Code, the 2004 Law on the Central Commission for Elections and Referenda (CEC)
and the 1999 Law on Political Parties. The new Constitution provides for the rule of law and
fundamental civil and political rights and freedoms necessary for the conduct of democratic
elections. However, the new constitutional provisions are not yet fully reflected in the general legal
framework.2 The CEC has attempted to resolve many inconsistencies in the legal framework.
However, despite being widely recognized as the only institution currently able to take on this
responsibility, altering laws by CEC decision could be considered as exceeding its competencies.
The CEC reinstated the requirement of inking voters as a safeguard against multiple voting. It also
introduced additional measures to ensure the integrity of the results and clarified how to distribute
excess seats in the event a party qualifies for more than 65 seats in parliament. On the other hand, the
CEC did not renew the previously required obligation of political parties to make reports of their
campaign expenditures public prior to election day.
Election Administration
The election is administered by the Central Commission for Elections and Referenda (CEC). Below
the CEC are seven Oblast and the Bishkek and Osh City Commissions (OECs), 56 Rayon and
Municipal Election Commissions (TECs), and 2,289 Precinct Election Commissions (PECs). A
further 44 precincts have been established abroad for out-of-country voting.
The CEC and OECs are appointed for five-year terms. TECs and PECs are appointed for each
election by the superior election commission. The CEC has 13 members, seven from political parties
and six, including the chairperson, drawn from civil society, as well as two international advisory
1
2

OSCE/ODIHR reports on previous elections and the June constitutional referendum are available at:
http://www.osce.org/odihr-elections/14475.html.
The Ministry of Justice established a working group to identify laws not consistent with the new Constitution,
including the Electoral Code. Drafts are to be submitted to the incoming parliament for consideration.
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vote members.3 Eight political parties appointed advisory vote members to the CEC, while others
sent their authorized representatives to sessions.
The CEC operated independently from government and partisan interest. It generally conducted its
work in a collegial and transparent manner and earned the trust of election stakeholders. Most CEC
sessions were open to media and observers, and decisions were published on the CEC website.
Political party representatives were widely consulted, especially on issues not covered by the
legislation.
The CEC and the lower-level commissions accomplished most tasks within the legal timeframe.
However, due to a lack of secretariat staff, CEC commissioners were involved in a number of
practical tasks. Some procedures, including on protocol transfer and results tabulation, were
approved late, sometimes after the training for PECs.
The CEC aimed to ensure political balance in the composition of lower-level commissions. They are
composed of representatives of political parties and ‘groups of voters’.4 No more than one third can
be state employees. Some political parties had supporters amongst commission members nominated
by ‘groups of voters’, thus skewing the intended balance. However, in the pre-election period, no
political interest dominated decision-making. Despite the supporting role of local administrations,5
local officials were sometimes interfering in the work of TECs and PECs.6
A number of members resigned from PECs in some districts, mainly due to a lack of salary and not
knowing the commitment required.7 Replacements were recruited from reserve lists. Up to 70 per
cent of commission members lacked experience. The CEC, with international assistance, provided
training for all levels of election commissions, including on counting procedures. OSCE/ODIHR
EOM observers noted varying quality of the training around the country.
The CEC undertook a voter education campaign on TV and radio and produced posters to inform
voters of their rights and explain procedures. Due to the delayed approval of procedures by the CEC
the campaign started late, which reduced its effectiveness.
Voter Registration
Voter lists (VLs) were mostly delivered to election commissions in line with legal deadlines and
included 2,775,862 registered voters. A further 76,557 voters were registered abroad. The final
number of registered voters will only be known after all results protocols have been aggregated to
account for possible additions and deletions made until the end of election day.
The quality and accuracy of VLs remains a serious concern. VLs are compiled by local
administrations based on a number of public registers, including the residency register (passive
registration system). The quality of the VLs therefore depends on their quality of data. The residency
3

4
5

6
7

As required by Article 3.4 of the Law on the CEC, two CEC members were replaced following the nomination
of their spouses as candidates. The CEC Chairperson, whose brother is a candidate of the Egemen party, is
exempt from the obligation to resign, as provided by Article 3.7 of the Law on the CEC.
A group of voters is defined as being a minimum of five voters who must submit their names and minutes of
their meeting to the relevant commission.
TECs and OECs are almost all located in administration buildings, partly because the Gas Shailoo is situated
there. The Gas Shailoo operator is an administration employee. The administration has responsibility for all
logistics in the preparation of the election and frequently checks on the preparedness of commissions.
As observed by OSCE/ODIHR EOM observers, for example, in Osh (Alay district) and Bishkek.
TECs in At Bashy, Jety Oguz, Moskva, Naryn City, Naryn Rayon, Panfilov and Tash Komur report that on
average between 10 and 30 per cent of PEC members resigned.
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registration system (propiska) is based on active registration where citizens register their addresses
with the appropriate administration. It does not necessarily reflect the actual place where a citizen
lives, partly because the register is poorly updated, and partly because large numbers of internal
migrants have not registered their current address.8 Also, citizens displaced by the June violence
continue to be registered at their original place of residence.9 Since there is no national voter register
and regional or national crosschecks are not carried out, the VLs contain duplicate entries. Local
administrations and election commissions conducted door-to-door verifications, using different
methods, at times marking or deleting voters, based on their absence at the time of the check.10 Only
a few voters checked their entries when the lists were put on display for public review.11
The VLs are essential to determine the thresholds which parties must surpass to be allocated seats in
parliament. The more voters included in the VLs, the higher are the effective thresholds. The failure
to identify and remove large numbers of voters registered to vote abroad from in-country voter lists
also increased the overall number of voters.
Candidate Registration
In an inclusive process, the CEC registered all candidate lists submitted by 29 political parties. These
represented a wide spectrum of political forces. Some parties announced their decision not to run,
mostly citing a lack of resources to pay the deposit required for registration. Some key members of
these parties appeared on the registered candidate lists of other parties.
Parties presented lists with 120 candidates for registration, including the required number of women,
youth and minorities.12 Some parties had to amend their initial lists to fulfill these quotas, in
consultation with the CEC. After the final registration of party lists, a further 80 candidates resigned.
These were replaced by the next candidate on the party lists, regardless of quota requirements.13
Campaign Environment
The campaign was held in a highly competitive and peaceful atmosphere, despite underlying
tensions. Political parties were able to campaign freely, with no major impediments or incidents.14
8

9

10
11
12

13
14

In the suburbs of Bishkek, where large numbers of internal migrants reside without proper residency
registration, the local administrations attempted to provide residents a local registration (propiska) allowing
them to vote in Bishkek. However, this procedure was only available for residents with a legal housing
document and did not address the thousands of citizens living there illegally.
The “simplified” passport registration process, introduced by presidential decree for residents of Osh and JalalAbad who lost identification documents due to the June unrest, was only partially effective. While the majority
of the 4,000 believed affected applied, only some 750 new IDs were issued leaving more than 3,000 persons
disenfranchised. Most IDs distributed were temporary and were to be accepted as valid ID for the election based
on a CEC decision, at the request of the State Register Service.
This procedure is not foreseen in the law but was observed in most areas of the country. It is unclear what effect
this had on the calculation of the final number of voters on election day.
Citizens had the opportunity to request changes or additions until and including on election day. In case of
omissions, a voter proving residency in the precinct may be added to the additional voter list.
No more than 70 per cent of candidates can be of the same sex and a male and a female candidate on the list
must not be more than three positions apart. At least 15 per cent of the candidates must be younger than 35, and
at least 15 per cent must belong to different national minorities. There are no placement requirements for youth
and minority candidates.
CEC Decision No 170 of 24 August 2010 lifted the provision of the Electoral Code that obliged a party to
replace candidates respecting the quota requirement in case of withdrawals.
An Ata-Jurt activist was badly beaten in Kyzyl-Kiya (Batken oblast) on 12 September and hospitalized for some
10 days. On 7 October, protesters including relatives of victims of the 7 April events protested outside the
headquarters of Ata-Jurt in Bishkek. Some stormed the building, burnt documents on the street and tore down a
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The campaign was personality based rather than issue oriented, with intense competition even among
supposed allies. Rallies attracted large audiences, with a few instances of students and government
employees being paid or coerced to attend.15 In a few instances, heads of local authorities were
openly campaigning for the party they are affiliated to, in contradiction with the law.16
Political parties called for peaceful elections and unity for the country and generally refrained from
openly criticizing other parties. Stability, economic development, unemployment and migration
dominated their campaign messages. There were isolated instances of nationalist rhetoric17 in
contradiction with paragraph 40 of the 1990 OSCE Copenhagen Document.18
The campaign was highly visible throughout the country. Depending on financial resources, parties
put up banners, billboards and posters, canvassed door-to-door, held meetings and distributed
leaflets. Rallies were mostly held by the bigger parties. Local authorities generally met their
obligation to provide equal conditions for campaigning. Public venues for rallies were provided to all
parties on equal conditions, free of charge or against a fee to cover renovations or equipment rental.
In localized areas some defacing of posters or destruction of banners occurred.
Party representatives frequently voiced concerns about vote-buying schemes and alleged abuse of
administrative resources by regional or local authorities affiliated with one party or another.19 Such
allegations featured prominently in the campaign. However, they could not be substantiated by the
OSCE/ODIHR EOM and rarely resulted in official complaints.20
Political parties reported their preliminary campaign expenses to the CEC by 1 October as required.
However, the CEC did not renew a previous requirement for making these financial reports available
for public scrutiny prior to election day.21 This reduced transparency. It is a further concern that the
CEC audit group lacks the resources necessary to effectively check the financial reports provided by
parties against their actual campaign expenditures.
The Media
State-funded and private media provided voters with sufficient information to form their opinions on
the political alternatives available. However there was no impartial or balanced information on the
election contestants and the campaign. Electronic media broadcast only partisan information paid for
by political parties in their news and current affairs programs.

15
16
17

18

19
20
21

billboard. The incident occurred after a video recording appeared showing the Ata-Jurt co-leader
allegedly stating that he would bring former President Bakiev back to power.
As observed by OSCE/ODIHR EOM observers in Batken, Osh and Talas oblasts.
For example, in the Governor of Jalal-Abad oblast appeared as speaker at a rally of Ata-Meken and the Batken
Mayor gave preferential treatment to SDPK candidates party during their rallies.
In Ata-Jurt rallies in Jalal-Abad and Tash Komur on 18 and 20 September, one of the party leaders stated that
“only [ethnic] Kyrgyz should be allowed to own land in our country”. The Prosecutor General issued a warning
for using nationalist rhetoric.
Paragraph 40 of the 1990 OSCE Copenhagen Document states that the “participating States clearly and
unequivocally condemn totalitarianism, racial and ethnic hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination
against anyone as well as persecution on religious and ideological grounds.”
Deputy Prime Minister Azimbek Beknazarov suggested that voters use vote buying offers for their own interest,
by accepting the money, but then voting as they wished. See http://www.akipress.com/_en_news.php?id=39808.
The Prosecutor General issued a warning to a Sokuluk district official for using public resources for campaign
purposes.
CEC Decision No 91 of 25 October 2007 previously obliged political parties to make their campaign financing
reports public.
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The Electoral Code stipulates that media shall not give preference to any political party or candidate.
During the elections, the CEC performed the role of the regulatory body for the media but did not
monitor them in a systematic manner. Its guidelines for campaign coverage in the media did not
provide guidance on the practical implementation of the legal requirements and failed to address the
right of voters to receive balanced and impartial coverage of election-related events in news and
information programs.
The two State-funded TV stations, the National TV and Radio Broadcasting Corporation (NTRBC)
and ElTR, complied with their legal obligation to provide contestants with free airtime. This included
20-minutes slots for individual presentation programs, and participation in one debate and one
roundtable per party.22 Nine debates were aired during prime time on NTRBC and provided voters
with a welcome opportunity to compare platforms and views of different parties and candidates.
However, the free airtime provided (20 hours in total for individual presentations and 25 hours for
debates and roundtables) could not compensate for the lack of critical reporting and the dominance
of direct access programs political parties obtained through paid airtime.
In addition to free airtime, contestants were able to purchase airtime on state-funded and private
media outlets, limited only by their financial resources and campaign expenditure limits. Monitored
media outlets aired 104 hours of paid political advertising during prime time. More than half of the
total paid airtime on NTRBC was purchased by Ak Shumkar, Ar Namys, Ata Meken, and Respublika.
Other monitored TV stations displayed a similar dominance of only a few parties, at times
purchasing programs of up to one hour in length.
These direct access programs provided partisan coverage of campaign events. In contrast, there was
no election-related coverage in news and information programs which would have contributed to
voters making a fully informed choice. State-funded and private TV stations acknowledged that they
refrained from editorial coverage of the campaign out of concern that they would not be able to
provide equal conditions and access for all contestants, as required by law.23
The OSCE/ODIHR EOM noted the regrettable practice by most monitored media placing paid
political advertising in newscasts without marking it as such. This practice is not in line with
internationally accepted practices. Such broadcasts were based on commercial agreements between
the political parties and TV stations and suggests that commercial considerations prevailed over
professional journalistic ethics. In a welcome change, and following a decision of its recently
appointed supervisory board, as of 14 September NTRBC separated paid political advertising from
its newscasts by placing it in a bloc broadcast after the news and clearly labeling it as paid
advertising.
Complaints and Appeals
The Electoral Code and the Civil Procedure Code provide the right to file complaints and appeals
and establish different channels for legal redress, yet they lack clarity and provisions for due process.
Though frequently alleging violations of campaign provisions, election stakeholders chose to make
little use of the available remedies. The CEC generally respected the deadlines for the adjudication
of complaints. However, it did not consistently decide on complaints during its sessions as required
by law. Most complaints were defined as “letters” and answered informally. Some complaints on
illegal campaigning were forwarded to the General Prosecutor for further investigation. Failure to
22

23

The free airtime debates featured representatives of three or four different political parties identified by CEC
lottery and were supported by international donors. A roundtable included representatives from five to six
parties.
Articles 30.3 and 30.10, Electoral Code.
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address all complaints during CEC sessions limited collegiality and transparency. In addition,
decisions on complaints were often not provided in writing to the complainant in a timely manner,
which deprived complainants of their right to appeal to court.
Participation of Women
With President Roza Otunbaeva as a notable exception, women do not feature prominently in
Kyrgyz politics. Out of 29 political parties registered for the elections, only 3 positioned women at
the top of their list and 4 have a woman chairperson. In total, some 33 per cent of candidates
registered on party lists were women, however quota requirements were not enforced when
candidates withdrew from the race. This resulted in a lack of compliance with the placement
requirement for female and male candidates.
In general, political parties allocated the majority of highly visible campaign activities to male
candidates and did not have specific plans to attract female voters. While women attended political
rallies in equal numbers with men, female candidates were rarely given the opportunity to address
the crowd. Campaign materials frequently drew upon traditional gender roles and were four times
more likely to feature a photo of a male candidate than a female candidate.
Participation of National Minorities
Some parties included a significantly higher number of national minority candidates than legally
required, and some provided an almost balanced mix. With a few exceptions, they were not
represented in winning positions. There were fewer ethnic Uzbeks (3.6 per cent) represented on
candidate lists than their share of the population would suggest (14.3 per cent). Ethnic Russians and
Ukrainians make up 8 per cent of the population and were represented with 11.5 per cent of
candidates on the lists.
Several parties actively targeted the minority vote in their campaign. Parties and candidates were free
to campaign in their preferred languages. Kyrgyz and Russian languages were almost exclusively
used, even in areas predominantly inhabited by ethnic Uzbeks. The OSCE/ODIHR EOM did not
observe campaign material in languages other than Kyrgyz and Russian. The near absence of Uzbek
language media in the South limited the ability of ethnic Uzbeks to receive election-related
information.24 Official election materials and ballots were only produced in Kyrgyz and Russian.25
Domestic and international observers
The Electoral Code allows for both domestic and international observers to monitor the entire
election process. Domestic observers, including party agents and non-party observers, need to only
present a letter to the election commission where they wish to observe. Domestic observers were
unhindered in their observation of the pre-election period, including the Coalition for Democracy
and Civil Society (CDCS) and Taza Shailoo (‘Transparent Elections’). In addition, the Alliance of
Liberal Youth focused on the participation of students and youth; Peremena (‘Change’) monitored
PEC formation. The large presence of international and domestic observers increased the
transparency of the process.

24
25

After the June events, the Osh-based Mezon TV, which was broadcasting in Uzbek, closed. The private Osh TV
terminated its Uzbek programming.
The UN Human Rights Committee, for example, recommends that “information and materials about voting
should be available in minority languages”, see General Comment 25 on Article 25 of the ICCPR.
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Election Day
On election day, 266 observers representing 36 OSCE participating States, including delegations
from the OSCE PA and the EP, were deployed to all regions of the Kyrgyz Republic to assess
election day proceedings. Observers also monitored proceedings at over 30 TECs throughout
election night.
The atmosphere on election day was calm and voting proceeded in an orderly and transparent
manner. The CEC reported a 56.6 per cent voter turnout. Observers assessed the voting process as
good or very good in 93 per cent of polling stations visited. Procedures during voting were generally
followed. Group voting, possibly due to the complexity of the ballot, and inconsistent application of
inking were noted as the main problems. Overall the assessment of the count was negative in every
third polling station visited. The counting process was poorly organized and procedures were not
followed in half of the polling stations visited. Observers noted pre-signed but empty protocols in 10
polling stations. Every third protocol delivered to the TEC was amended, reflecting the fact that
PECs had significant problems completing them properly. The tabulation of results was assessed
negatively in 30 per cent of TECs visited but observation of this process is ongoing. Observers
generally had access to all aspects of the tabulation process, including to the electronic processing of
results.
Overall, the CEC performed in a transparent and efficient manner and responded to issues as they
arose. The CEC did not foresee that the ballot boxes provided would not have sufficient space for all
completed ballots. The CEC addressed the issue on election day by requesting that PECs empty the
full ballot boxes into sealed containers or bags and continue voting with the empty, resealed
stationary ballot boxes. As during the referendum and in a positive move to increase transparency,
the CEC uploaded results on its website throughout election night, broken down by polling station
and based on data from the GAS Shailoo tabulation system.
A high presence of domestic observers, including party agents and non-party observers, in polling
stations and during the tabulation contributed to a transparent process. However, the large number of
unauthorized persons in polling stations remains a concern. They were seen interfering in the voting
process in some 10 per cent of polling stations visited as well as in 5 polling stations visited during
the count.
Generally, polling stations opened on time. Observers assessed the opening positively in 84 per cent
of polling stations visited. The failure to post or fill in ballot data on the display protocol (observed
in 46 per cent of polling stations visited) contributed to observers assessing some 16 per cent of
polling stations visited negatively. Otherwise opening procedures were generally followed.
Voting procedures were mostly followed; however observers gave a negative assessment in some 7
per cent of polling stations visited. Breaches to the secrecy of the ballot (group voting) and the
inconsistent application of inking was observed in some 9 per cent and 5 per cent respectively of
polling stations visited. Two accounts of vote buying were observed, in which groups of men outside
polling stations handed money to voters either entering or exiting the polling stations.
Early voting was not widely used, however, two cases of early mobile voting, which is not provided
for in the law, took place in Naryn Oblast and Bishkek. The CEC addressed the case in Bishkek by
annulling the results.
The English version is the only official document.
However, the statement is also available in Kyrgyz and Russian.
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Information & Acknowledgements
Bishkek, 11 October 2010 – The 10 October 2010 parliamentary elections were assessed for their compliance with OSCE
commitments for democratic elections as well as with the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic. This statement of
preliminary findings and conclusions is delivered prior to the completion of the election process. The final assessment of
the elections will depend, in part, on the conduct of their remaining stages, including the tabulation and announcement of
results, and the handling of possible post-election day complaints or appeals. The OSCE/ODIHR will issue a
comprehensive final report, including recommendations, some eight weeks after the completion of the election process.
This statement will be reported to the Bureau of the OSCE PA in Astana on 30 November 2010. The EP Delegation’s
report on these elections will be available approximately six weeks after the elections on www.europarl.europa.eu.
The OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation Mission opened in Bishkek on 7 September 2010 with 18 experts in the core
team and 22 long-term observers deployed to all oblasts and the cities of Bishkek and Osh.
On election day, 266 observers were deployed, including 246 short-term observers from the OSCE/ODIHR, a 9-member
delegation from the OSCE PA and a 11-member delegation from the EP. In total there were observers from 36 OSCE
participating States. Voting was observed in over 800 polling stations. Counting was observed in some 80 polling
stations across many electoral districts. The tabulation process was observed in 32 TECs.
Mr Morten Høglund (Norway), Head of the OSCE PA Delegation, appointed by the OSCE Chairperson-in-Office as
Special Coordinator, led the short-term OSCE observer mission. Ms Katarína Neve alová (Slovakia) led the European
Parliament delegation and Ms Corien Jonker (Netherlands) is the Head of the OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation
Mission.
The observers wish to thank the authorities of the Kyrgyz Republic for their invitation to observe the elections and the
CEC and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for their assistance and co-operation. It also expresses its appreciation to other
state institutions, political parties and civil society organizations for their co-operation. The observers also wish to
express appreciation to the OSCE Centre in Bishkek and other international institutions for their co-operation and
support.
For further information, please contact:
• Ms Corien Jonker, Head of the OSCE/ODIHR EOM, in Bishkek;
• Mr Jens-Hagen Eschenbächer, OSCE/ODIHR Spokesperson (+48 603 683 122),
or Ms Nicola Schmidt, OSCE/ODIHR Senior Election Adviser, (+48 22 5200 600);
• Ms Anna Chernova, OSCE PA (+45 601 083 83);
• Mr Pietro Ducci, European Parliament (+32-228 466 56).
OSCE/ODIHR EOM Address:
55 Suyumbaeva Street, 720011
Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic
Tel: +996 312 681 608; Fax: +996 312 681 721
Email: office@eom.kg

